High-contrast imaging, particularly direct detection of extrasolar planets, is a major science driver for the next generation of telescopes. This science requires the suppression of scattered starlight at extremely high levels, and telescopes must be correctly designed today to meet these stringent requirements in the future. The challenge increases in systems with complicated aperture geometries such as obscured, segmented telescopes. Such systems can also require intensive modelling and simulation efforts in order to understand the tradeoffs between different optical parameters. In this paper we describe the feasibility and developement of a contrast prediction tool for use in the design and systems engineering of these telescopes. We describe analytically the performance of a particular starlight suppression system on a large segmented telescope. These analytical results and the results of our contrast predictor are then compared to the results of a full wave-optics simulation. c 2007
INTRODUCTION
In the last fifteen years there has been an eruption of interest in the field of extrasolar planetary astronomy. Since the discovery of the first extrasolar planet around a sunlike star by Mayor & Queloz, 1 nearly two hundred extrasolar planets (also called exoplanets) have been found. These exoplanets have been found with several different search methods, including radial velocity, transit, and graviational microlensing.
Excitingly, the last few years may have seen the first tantalizing glimpses of directlyimaged exoplanets. A variety of suppression methods have been proposed to successfully perform this imaging. A distinguishing feature of the current astronomical efforts is that they all utilize monolithic telescopes. In general, the starlight suppression systems proposed all tend to perform best in the absence of entry pupil amplitude variations such as segment gaps. The most ambitious such project, the Terrestrial Planet Finder
Coronagraph, uses an unobscured off-axis design to achieve maximum performance.
However, the next generation of observatories -the James Webb Space Telescope, the Thirty Meter Telescope, the European Extremely Large Telescope, and others -will follow in the footsteps of the Keck Observatory by using segmented mirror designs with substantial obscurations. The quality of segmented optics adds an additional layer of complexity to an optical prescription. While it is is often convenient to describe the optical properties of a monolithic optic in terms of global aberration modes, in a segmented telescope aberrations defined on the segments also become important. The optical quality of the segments can strongly influence the final telescope performance in a way not easily described with standard global aberrations.
In Section 2 we describe the use of a nulling interferometer to suppress the starlight and develop the necessary nomenclature. We also discuss the linearity of such a system and how this feature can make useful predictions. Section 3 describes a wave-optics simulation with the goal of quickly predicting achieved contrast. Finally, in Section 4
we predict the contrast for several cases of complicated segment aberrations and compare these predictions to the contrast measured in a full simulation.
ANALYTICAL ANALYSIS OF SEGMENT ERRORS
We begin by describing the wavefront from an aberrated segmented system, and then discuss how this system behaves when used with a visible shearing nuller. 6 One advantage a nuller has over many other proposed suppression systems is that with proper design it can obviate any performance degradation from pupil obscurations, including segment gaps.
2.A. Segmented Apertures
Let a plane wave of unit amplitude be incident on a segmented aperture. After reflection the electric field may be defined by the sum of the electric fields over all N segments in the aperture
E n is the complex field resulting from the segment centered at r n , the n th position.
We define a segment's shape function as θ(x, y) -which equals unity inside the segment and zero outside -and ignore amplitude errors such as mirror reflectivity variations. Since in the absence of global aberrations each segment's phase errors are independent, we write the field resulting from the n th segment as
We can decompose the segment phase aberrations using a set of basis functions defined on the segment. This means that we can write the aberrations of a single segment as
where c nk is the coefficient of the k th basis function on the n th segment, and Z k is the functional representation of that mode.
2.B. Segmented Nulling
A nulling interferometer an input pupil into two beams and adds a π phase shift to one beam. One beam is then sheared a distance s and the beams are recombined to destructively interfere the central, overlapping region, as shown in Figure 1 (a). The bright outer portion of the recombined field is then masked out with a Lyot stop.
The nulled central portion of the field passes through the Lyot stop and is brought to focus on a detector.
At the cost of throughput in the Lyot stop, one can improve the contrast sensitivity by splitting and re-interfering the nulled pupil with itself a second time. As originally conceived, the two shears are perpendicular to each other as shown in Figure 1 (b). 6 However, in general the second shear can be in any direction. We consider below a second type of nuller in which both shears are parallel; we call this a parallel dualshear nuller. This last variation is shown in Figure 1 (c).
If not properly corrected, the optical gaps of a segmented aperture will significantly at which full nulling occurs) can therefore be written to first order as
where χ mk represents the nulled coefficient of the k th mode at the m th segment position. If the distribution of the aberration mode coefficients are known, then the expected distribution of the χ mk can also be derived; its form depends on the geometry of the nuller used. In the canonical perpendicular-shear nuller four separate segment fields are combined, and we have (to first order)
In the parallel dual-shear nuller where both shears are the same magnitude and direction, one segment is combined twice with two others and we have instead
We can then rewrite the nulled exit pupil field as a sum of the terms of Eq. (4)
And the intensity at the nulled plane is therefore given by
With a sufficiently large number of segments, this final intensity can be estimated using an ensemble average. If we use an orthogonal set of aberration functions on the segments, then by orthogonality the average of the cross-terms of Eq. (8) is zero. The intensity in the final nulled exit pupil is then
If the coefficients of the k th aberration mode are normally distributed with zero mean and variance σ 2 k , then χ mk will also be normally distributed, zero-mean, and have variance σ 
It follows from this that in the presence of a single segment aberration, the intensity of leaked light in the nulled pupil plane is dependent only on the aberration level and not on the particular aberration term. Furthermore, this demonstrates that the final intensity in the nulled plane of a segmented system is directly proportional to the sum of the segment aberration variances. This is a useful quantitity to know a priori for, e.g., the design of post-coronagraphic pupil-plane wavefront sensors. In addition, we expect the contrast achieved in an uncorrected image to be directly proportional to the intensity in the pupil plane. A consequence of this correlation is that there exists a dependence of contrast on wavefront error which corresponds to that described for pupil intensity in Eq. (10).
2.C. Corrected systems
Any ground-based telescope used for direct exoplanet detection must work behind an adaptive optics system which partially corrects both static and dynamic wavefront errors. We therefore investigate whether a relation similar to Eq. (10) exists for an AO-corrected system.
An analytic examination of AO correction of segment piston errors by Yaitskova & Verinaud 7 defined the quantity γ k , the amount of wavefront correction achieved by an AO system on a particular segment aberration. This correction factor is defined by the ratio of the corrected RMS wavefront error to the initial, uncorrected RMS wavefront error:
In the absence of measurement or correction errors γ k is independent of the initial level of wavefront error. It is, however, dependent on both the density and geometry of the deformable mirror actuators.
Assuming that there exists a set of correction factors γ k for each segment aberration,
we can now predict the average intensity in the AO-corrected, nulled pupil. We rewrite Eq. (10) for AO-corrected wavefronts as
Contrast estimation in a corrected system is more complicated. The typical use of wavefront correction in a high-contrast imaging system is to carve out a "dark hole" in the image plane: it is this hole which is the primary region of interest. The contrast in this region may improve by many orders of magnitude, and its improvement is not quantified by the same set of wavefront correction factors. However, if the wavefront correction is a linear process we will still be able to write the contrast as a linear system. The amount of contrast improvement for each segment aberration will decrease with increasing aberration order since, in general, aberrations with higher spatial frequency components are less correctable.
WAVE OPTICS SIMULATIONS
We conducted a number of numerical simulations to test the above derivations. We modeled a proposed high-contrast instrument on the Thirty Meter Telescope, described in Section 3.A below. We first calculate the wavefront correction factors in Section 3.C. We then compare in Section 3.D the measured light leakage to the theoretical relation in Eqs. (10) and (12), and examine the dependence of the achieved contrast to both uncorrected and corrected segment aberrations.
3.A. Optical System
The TMT primary mirror is an f/1 circularized array of hexagonal segments approximately 30 m in diameter. The 738 segments are 1.2 m corner to corner and have 4 mm optical gaps between them. In addition to these gaps, the TMT has a complicated obscuration geometry: the secondary mirror platform creates a 3.65 m diameter central obscuration, which is supported by three 0.5 m support struts and six 1 cm cables. The fully obscured TMT aperture can be seen in Figure 2 .
The Planet Formation Instrument (PFI) is the high-contrast instrument proposed for the TMT, designed primarily for detection and characterization of extrasolar planets. 4 It consists of a fast, high-order frontend AO system, a shearing nuller with an additional integrated deformable mirror and backend wavefront sensor, and an Integral Field Spectrograph as the primary science instrument. The nuller is of the parallel dual-shear variety: both shears are along the same axis, of the same magnitude, and an integral number of segment widths (3 segments, or about 3.1 m).
We simulate the telescope system using the Gray Pixel Approximation to generate grayscale apertures. 8 This method allows us to accurately represent the small gaps using approximately 3 cm/pixel resolution. Phase errors are applied to the segments in the form of Zernike aberrations 9 with normally-distributed coefficients. The resulting complex pupils are then run through an adaptive optics simulation using the Arroyo library. 10 The adaptive optics system is modeled as a 127x127 deformable mirror and a spatially filtered Shack-Hartmann wavefront sensor. The simulation corrects each case in a closed loop until the wavefront error has been minimized. The corrected pupil is then sent through a model of the PFI nuller described above, and the nulled pupil is subsequently imaged and the achieved contrast computed. All our simulations were monochromatic and in H band (1.65 µm), the PFI's nominal operating wavelength.
3.B. Method Used
In the simulation we apply one Zernike aberration at a time to the TMT segments, with the aberration coefficients drawn from a normal distribution. Several pupils are generated for each aberration term, each using different levels of wavefront error.
Several realizations of each of these cases are simulated and the contrast results averaged. In all cases we report the contrast value averaged from 3-10 λ/D, the innermost portion of PFI's working region. This analysis was performed for sets of pupils both with and without AO correction.
For each segment aberration we compute the AO correction factor using the variances of the corrected and uncorrected wavefronts. We then examine the relationships between the uncorrected RMS wavefront error and (1) the nulled pupil-plane intensity and (2) the final achieved contrast. Both the null intensity and the contrast should be proportional to the wavefront variance. We expect from Eq. (10) to see the same level of light leakage for a particular distribution of any single uncorrected segment aberration. However, we do not in general expect the contrast to be the same for different aberrations.
3.C. AO Correction Factors
The correction factors γ k were computed for all segment aberrations through fourth order and are plotted in Figure 3 . For the AO system used the γ k are independent of the initial level of wavefront error and are quite stable from one particular wavefront realization to the next. For a given radial order of segment aberration mode, the modes with lower azimuthal order are better-corrected by the adaptive optics system. The correction factor for segment piston errors, 0.40, agrees quite will with the value of 0.36 predicted analytically by Yaitskova & Verinaud for an AO system of similar order.
The fact that matching aberration modes such as the two astigmatisms (modes 5 and 6) are corrected at different levels is due to the particular geometry of the wavefront corrector used. We discuss this effect in more detail in Appendix 5. For the reasons described in the Appendix, we hereafter combine the results of similar modes such as tip/tilt and the two astigmatisms in our plots. Figure 4 shows that the theoretical intensity curve matches the measured data, and both intensity and contrast exhibit the expected σ 2 dependences. Only the segment piston curve is shown on the intensity leakage plot because, as expected, the curve is essentially identical for all segment aberrations.
3.D. No AO Correction
The contrast for the uncorrected case is directly proportional to the wavefront variance for all low-order segment aberrations. We note that the lower-order segment aberrations have the highest contrast sensitivity. Because low-order modes typically have the greatest magnitude, 11 effects such as segment misphasing and misalignment are thus likely to give the largest contributions to contrast.
As an example, the segments of the Keck telescopes are routinely phased so that the RMS segment piston is less than 12 nm wavefront. This level of performance is wholly inadequate for the task of imaging (much less characterizing) exoplanets. This underscores the necessary role of significant further wavefront correction systems in achieving high contrast ratios.
3.E. With AO Correction
We now examine the utility of the high-order adaptive optics system described in Section 3.A in improving the contrast achieved with segment aberrations. Figure 5 shows the intensity leakage and average contrast achieved for the first several loworder segment aberrations. The figure also compares the measured intensity leakage to the theoretical predictions from Eq. (12) (using the AO correction factors).
The figure shows that Eq. (12) is a reasonably good estimate of the actual intensity.
As expected, the contrast improves most for lower-order segment aberrations. For example, while the contrast resulting from segment piston errors improves by roughly a factor of one thousand for a given level of wavefront error, the contribution of segment astigmatism is reduced by only roughly a factor of one hundred. Thus the relative contrast sensitivities of the segment aberrations is reversed after wavefront correction: before correction lower-order modes degrade contrast more, but because those same modes are better-corrected they hurt contrast less after correction. Note that with larger initial wavefront errors the effect is no longer linear; this is expected and due to the increasing impact of higher-order effects within the dark hole.
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Also, contrast no longer appears to be dependent on the pre-correction wavefront variance, but rather demonstrates a dependence on wavefront error that slowly increases with the amount of wavefront error. We propose that this is due to the increasing effect of higher-order terms within the dark hole.
COMPARISON OF RESULTS
In this section we discuss the results of the simulations of the systems described in Section 3. We use these results in Section 4.A to predict the resultant contrast from more complicated cases of segment aberrations and compare them against simulation results.
4.A. Contrast Prediction
In a previous work we described the results of a study of the effects of segment errors aberrations on contrast with the TMT PFI. 11 The study, though useful in designing the TMT segments to permit future high-contrast imaging, was also a time-intensive endeavor that cannot be quickly repeated each time the telescope design evolves.
We therefore introduce a parameterized contrast estimator based on the observed correlation between wavefront error and contrast. This estimator takes the form
By computing a fit to the curve of each segment aberration, this relation can then used to predict the contrast from any combination of segment aberrations.
We computed the α k coefficients by fitting to the linear portion of the contrast curves in Figure 5 ; these coefficients are plotted in Table 1 for the all Zernike modes through fourth order. In conjunction with Eq. (13), these coefficients are all that are necessary to predict the effect of segment errors on the TMT's contrast performance.
We use this method to predict contrast and compare the prediction in Table 2 to the values for the three cases previously examined. These are the cases of (1) segment misphasing and misalignments, (2) "unwarped" segment surfaces, and (3) "warped" segments. The segment misalignment errors consist of segment piston errors of 12 nm RMS and segment tip/tilts of 6 nm RMS each. The "unwarped" case represents segments whose optical quality meets the desired surface specifications, but which have had no other correction. The "warped" segments have been statically corrected with the segment warping harnesses.
14 The aberrations of these last two cases are based on an analysis of higher-order aberration terms and are discussed more fully in the reference.
11 Table 2 shows that the analysis performed predicts contrast to within a factor of two for these previously analyzed cases. For all three cases, lower contrasts are predicted than were actually measured. We expect this underestimation because our parametric fit method does not take into account the various cross terms that arise from the combination of multiple aberrations. Given that there remains much uncertainty as to the effectiveness of speckle suppression techniques, this level of prediction still allows the estimatation to be a useful tool in the modeling and design of the TMT.
CONCLUSIONS
We have shown that nulled pupil intensity and image contrast in a segmented nulling interferometer are directly related to the uncorrected wavefront variance. Further-more, given a set of wavefront correction factors for a set of orthogonal segment aberrations, the nulled pupil intensity after wavefront correction can be accurately predicted. Finally, the results of simulating individual segment aberrations can be combined to easily and accurately predict the total contribution of primary mirror errors. Further improvement in prediction accuracy may be obtained with a more realistic model of the PFI's wavefront control system.
Appendix A: Wavefront Correction Disparity
As shown in Figure 3 , the wavefront correction factors achieved with our wave optics adaptive optics simulations are not the same for matched aberration modes such as sine and cosine astigmatism (Z5 and Z6, respectively). This disparity is ultimately due to the geometry of the square grid of actuators and the corresponding shape of the "dark hole" the system carves out in the nulled image plane.
To test this hypothesis, we first used an idealized wavefront correction model. In this model we apply a hard-edged highpass spatial filter to the phase aberrations of the telescope pupil. After this filter all aberrations within the controllable bandpass have been corrected and only higher-order aberrations remain. The wavefront correction factors from this "spatial filter AO" and the ARROYO wave optics AO are plotted in Figure 6 . While this simplified model results in overall better wavefront correction for all aberrations, note that the disparity between Z5 and Z6 remains. The key distinctions between these two methods are that the wave-optics system is limited by (1) imperfect knowledge of the wavefront errors and (2) the pyramid influence functions of a "real" DM.
To quantify this effect we rotated the segment-astigmatic telescope pupil through a series of angles before applying the idealized AO system, computing a correction factor at each orientation. As shown in Figure 7 , the correction factors vary regularly every 90 degrees of rotation. As the pupil rotates the power spectral density (PSD) of the wavefront phase also rotates, changing the controllable spatial frequency components. . AO correction factors, γ k using both the full wave-optics simulation described in Section 3.A and the simplified highpass filter correction described in the Appendix.
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